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My thoughts and concepts often dwell on the cross-cultural history that infuses images, sound, and the materiality of found and appropriated objects. I mine public and private family histories for personal experiences that generate insights into broader geopolitical contexts, even as they touch on modern-day issues of immigration and hyphenate identities.

My work channels psycho-geographical experiments to investigate personal referential space, challenging hierarchy, territory, and fidelity of sound. Cultural identities are woven through spatial-time zones, overwriting the history of the Other. This duality penetrates the projected double-image of identity and destabilizes borders.

My practice engages with a range of concepts—from projected visuals and invented languages to experiments in cross-cultural work. Interpretations are built and objects are formed from the most accessible materials: a sculpture spun out of poetic verse; bottles transmitting and receiving intermittent and insecure radio frequencies; myriad historical manifestos played in loops in the form of EP vinyl; the negotiation of familial history in the Pacific; and the ways that speech and sound can transition into noise, mondegreens, illusions, and then become reinterpreted into music or hybridized languages.

My work is an exploration of processed and shuffled information that uncovers meaning in a world of self-journalism, self-documenting, and archiving. Today, the general structural notion of “reading” is recalibrated continuously in reinvented languages, truncated communication strategies, aggregate associations, and “readings” between lines, faces, spaces, and the air surrounding us—in them, we continue to interrogate our context in the current world.
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